
 
 

PIT MAINTENANCE:  Although materials for the pits are the responsibility of the sponsoring 
bar, their teams are expected to take an active role in helping maintain the pits.  Example:  If 
members of the team are skilled in building or concrete work, help your bar out by getting 
together to build or fix the pits.  Even if you are not skilled, most everybody can shovel sand or 
help rake and clean up the area.   

 
TEE SHIRTS:  Your bar also pays a $40 sponsor fee on behalf of every team playing from their 
location, so be supportive.  Even though Tee shirts or similar promotion products are beneficial to 
advertisement for the bar, they are not a requirement of this league.  Teams should negotiate 
individually with their bar on anything beyond the required $40 sponsor.  Remember keep it fun for 
your team as well as the bar owners/managers. 
 

HALF-TIME DRINKS:  There are usually questions or confusion about half-time drinks.  Again, this is not a 
requirement of the league.  However, it has been a tradition for years that the sponsoring bars provide a half-
time drink to each player (including opposing team) equal to what they were drinking during the first half of 
nightly match.  Be fair to the establishment - if you are drinking a pop, you should not expect something 
different.  Teams should get the half-time arrangement worked out prior to the first night of play so there are 
no misunderstandings on what the bar will offer for the season. 
 
DOGS (Animals in the Pit Area):  Some sponsoring bars allow patrons to bring dogs to the bar.  However, 
dogs are not allowed in the playing area during league or tournament events.  Sponsoring bars shall be clean 
playing area of any dog droppings prior to 6:00 pm on league nights. 

 
PLEASE HAVE FUN, BE COURTEOUS TO YOUR OPPONENTS,  

/AND SHOW RESPECT TO ALL SPONSORS. 
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